Abstract-This paper studies the design and analysis of multiresolution vector quantization (MRVQ) for broadcast channels. Given a broadcast system with MRVQ, a random index assignment, and a coded broadcast channel, we first obtain a closedform formula for the weighted end-to-end distortion (EED) of the system. Based on the formula, an iterative algorithm is then proposed for designing optimal MRVQ for the broadcast system. Experimental results demonstrate that multiresolution quantizers jointly designed with channel conditions by the proposed algorithm significantly reduce the weighted EED in comparison with multiresolution quantizers designed without reference to channel conditions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Consider a multicast system over a broadcast channel, where different end users typically have different capacities. To support such user or capacity diversity, it is desirable to encode the source to be broadcasted into a scalable bit stream along which multiple resolutions of the source can be reconstructed progressively from left to right. Such a source coding technique is called multiresolution source coding.
In the literature (see, for example, [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , and references therein), multiresolution source coding (also known as successive refinement coding) was mainly studied as a source coding technique independent of channel coding. For example, Effros et al. [2] developed some distortion-rate bounds for fixed-and variable-rate multiresolution vector quantization (MRVQ). In [3] and [4] , criteria and algorithms for designing optimal MRVQ alone were investigated and developed. All these developments were made without reference to the subsequent broadcast channel over which the coded scalable bit stream would be transmitted.
In this paper, we aim at designing and analyzing optimal MRVQ in conjunction with the subsequent broadcast channel over which the coded scalable bit stream would be transmitted. To make theoretical analysis tractable, we will adopt random index assignment (RIA) to link MRVQ for the source with superposition coding for the broadcast channel, as in the case of single resolution [5] , [6] , [7] . Our contributions can be summarized as follows. First, given a tandem system with MRVQ, RIA, and a coded broadcast channel, a closed-form formula is established for the weighted end-to-end distortion of the system. Second, based on the formula, two necessary conditions for minimizing the weighted EED are derived, and an iterative algorithm for jointly designing MRVQ with channel conditions is proposed. Experiment results show that the MRVQ designed by the proposed algorithm significantly outperforms conventional MRVQ designed without channel information.
In a related work, Kozintsev and Ramchandran [8] provided an algorithm for jointly designing multiresolution source quantization, multiresolution constellation, and the decoding strategy, assuming a fixed index assignment and the complete knowledge of the channel. In practice, however, the complete channel information is difficult to obtain. In contrast, in our proposed algorithm, only certain types of symbol error probabilities of the broadcast channel are needed, as in the case of single resolution [6] , [7] .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we derive the weighted EED formula, while the algorithm design for MRVQ on broadcast channels is presented in Section III. Finally Section IV concludes the paper.
II. WEIGHTED END-TO-END DISTORTION

A. System And Notation
Let z be a k-dimensional real-valued vector source with a probability density function f (z) over the k-dimensional Euclidean space Λ. Without loss of generality, assume that z has a zero mean. The variance per dimension of z is denoted as
Consider a tandem source-channel coding broadcast system with MRVQ, index assignment, and a coded broadcast channel, as shown in Figure 1 , where the source z is encoded into a scalable stream represented by (i, j) with two resolutions, the first receiver tries to reconstruct a higher resolution representation of z, and the second receiver wants to recover only a lower resolution representation of z. At the lower resolution layer, the quantizer partitions the whole space Λ into N 1 disjoint regions denoted as {A 1 , · · · , A N1 }, and represents them with respective codeword vectors {z 1 , · · · , z N1 }. At the higher resolution layer, the quantizer further divides each Let m e = {(r, s) :
The coded broadcast channel takes (r, s) ∈ m e as an input and outputsm e = (r,ŝ) to the first receiver andm b =r to the second receiver. For our purpose, 
The index mapping (or assignment) links the output (i, j) of MRVQ with the input (r, s) of the coded broadcast channel. We assume that there is a one-to-one mapping π tb from {1, · · · , N 1 } to {1, · · · , N 1 } to link i with r, and for (j|i) . Upon receiving (r,ŝ), the first receiver outputs zîĵ with π tb (î), πte(ĵ|î) = (r,ŝ); similarly, upon receivingr, the second receiver outputs zî with π tb (î) = r. As a result, given π t , the crossover error probabilities from codeword vectors z ij to the outputs of two receivers are related to channel transitional error probabilities as follows 1 :
. Given index assignment π t , the EED for the first receiver is defined as
Similarly, the EED for the second receiver is defined as
1 p πt e (zîĵ |z ij ) means the probability that the first receiver outputs zîĵ given z in A ij , while p πt b (zî z ij ) means the probability that the second receiver outputs zî given z in A ij .
B. End-To-End Distortion With Random Index Assignment
Note that in total, there are (N 1 !)(N 2 !) N1 possible mappings π t . Assume now π t is selected randomly and uniformly from all these mappings. Denote the respective average EED for the first and second receivers over all these assignments by D 
and
where
In (2) and (3), D Q b and D Qe are the conventional quantization distortions at the lower and higher resolution layers, respectively; S Q b and S Qe are the scatter factors of the MRVQ at the lower and higher resolution layers, respectively, and represent respectively how far the codeword vectors at these two resolution layers are from the mean vector of the source. Similarly,S Qe can be interpreted as the average conditional scatter factor of the refinement coding given the partition {A i } at the lower resolution layer.
Remark 2: It is instructive to compare (3) with (2) in terms of the impact of channel error probabilities on the EED. In view of the definitions of p e1 and p e2 , it follows that p e1 + p e2 can be regarded as the average symbol error probability of the channel for the first receiver which tries to recover the higher resolution representation of the source. In comparison of (3) with (2), it is interesting and even surprising to see that it is p e1 , not p e1 + p e2 , that appears before (σ 2 + S Qe ) in (3). To certain degree, this implies that transmission errors occurring at the lower layer are more detrimental to the EED, a fact known more or less intuitively, but never quantified before.
Proof of Theorem 1: The equality of (2) can be proved along the same line as in [6] , [7] . The proof of (3), however, is more complicated. Due to the limitation of space, here we give only a sketch of the proof; for the complete proof, please refer to the full paper [9] .
Taking expectation of D πt e with respect to π t in (1) yields
where all vectors are row vectors and the transpose is indicated with a prime symbol. With reference to Figure 1 , it can be shown that for any two codeword vectors z ij and zîĵ with different lower resolution layer indices, i.e.,î = i,
Similarly, it can be shown that for any two codeword vectors z ij and z iĵ with the same lower resolution layer index, but different higher resolution layer indices, i.e.,ĵ = j,
Now substituting (5) and (6) into (4) yields
Simplifying (7) further then leads to
This completes the proof of (3) and hence of Theorem 1.
III. JOINT MULTIRESOLUTION VECTOR QUANTIZATION DESIGN ON BROADCAST CHANNELS
Having determined the EEDs for both receivers under the assumption of RIA, we now look at how to design MRVQ to minimize the EEDs for both receivers given the coded broadcast channel. In view of (2) and (3), it is clear that a multiresolution quantizer minimizing D Π b does not necessarily minimize D Π e at the same time, and vice versa. To overcome this dilemma, we assign certain weights to two receivers and instead look at minimizing a weighted EED defined as
where 0 < p < 1 is the weight assigned to the first receiver and reflects the percentage of end users who want or are eligible to recover a higher resolution representation of the source.
A. Necessary Conditions for Optimal MRVQ on Broadcast Channels
With reference to Figure 1 , we now represent a two resolution vector quantizer by a triple (A,
} is the partition of the whole k-dimensional space serving as the quantization partition at the higher resolution layer, with
serving as the quantization partition at the lower resolution layer,
} is the set of codeword vectors at the lower resolution layer with z i as the codeword for all source vectors in A i , and
is the set of codeword vectors at the higher resolution layer with z ij as the codeword for all source vectors in A ij . The design problem of MRVQ on a given broadcast channel is then formulated as follows:
where the minimization is over all possible eligible triples (A, Z 1 , Z 2 ) defined above.
Based on Theorem 1, the following two necessary conditions can be derived for the optimal solution to (9). |(r, s) , the optimal multiresolution vector quantizer to (9) satisfies the following two conditions:
, the optimal codeword vectors for minimizingD at each layer are computed respectively by
2) Given {z
, the optimal finest partition is achieved by
Proof: For 1), the proof is a standard procedure of taking the derivative of the objective function (7) over z i and z ij respectively. Details are omitted here.
For 2), first we define
Given Z 1 and Z 2 , the objective function can be written in integral form asD
For each value of z, G(z) can assume one of N 1 · N 2 values, one for each index pair to which z could be mapped. To minimize the integral it suffices to map each value of z to the index pair (i, j) for which G(z) is minimized. In other words,
Through further simplification, we could derive (12).
B. Iterative Design Algorithm
Theorem 2 suggests a gradient descent iterative algorithm:
Step 1 :
, update the codeword vectors at both resolution layers according to (10) and(11).
. Start with an initial multiresolution quantizer. Repeating the above two iterative steps, one then gets an iterative algorithm for designing optimal MRVQ for a broadcast channel through channel error probabilities. In the next subsection, we will demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm by presenting some experiment results.
Remark 3: The three equations (10), (11), and (12) in Theorem 2 reflect the complexity of designing optimal MRVQ for broadcast channels. From (10), (11), and (12), it follows that channel noise through different types of channel error probabilities now impacts on the update of both the quantization partition and codeword vectors at both resolution layers. This is in contrast with the design of optimal single resolution quantizers for noisy channels with RIA considered in [6] , [7] , where the update of the quantization partition is still the nearest neighbor decision rule independent of the channel. In comparison with the design of optimal MRVQ without reference to the channel [4] , [10] , the update of codeword vectors no longer follows the traditional centroid rule, in addition to the impact of channel noise on the update of the quantization partition.
Remark 4: It may be of some interests to compare the proposed method with the multi-resolution source codebook design in [8] , which assumes a fixed index assignment. Apparently, the method in [8] requires the complete knowledge of the channel, i.e., all transitional probabilities, which is usually unavailable in practice. On the other hand, the average channel information, on which the proposed method is based, is relatively easy to obtain. Moreover, in wireless channel communications, there is always a channel fluctuation issue. The proposed method shows better robustness against the channel fluctuation than the method in [8] simply by the nature of using the average channel information. In addition, the computational complexity of the proposed method is much less than the one in [8] . For designing a 2-resolution quantization with N 1 ×N 2 levels, the algorithm in [8] requires O(N 1 2 N 2 2 ) arithmetic operations, while the proposed one consumes O (N 1 N 2 ) . Therefore, the proposed algorithm is more appropriate in both wireless communications and applications where the complete knowledge of the channel is hard to obtain.
C. Experiments
Experiments have been conducted to compare the performance of quantizers designed by the proposed algorithm with that of quantizers designed by the conventional MRVQ algorithm. Given a quantizer and the error probabilities p e1 , p e2 and p b , the weighted EED for random index assignment is computed using (8) . All experiments have been carried out for one-dimensional case.
Consider a one-dimensional Gaussian source with zero mean and unit variance. Figures 2 and 3 show the performance gain in terms of PSNR, which is defined as PSNR = 10 log 10 (σ 2 /D), where σ 2 is the signal variance andD is the weighted end-to-end distortion. It is shown that the gain of the proposed MRVQ design over the conventional MRVQ design without reference to the channel conditions is significant. For example, there is 2.5dB PSNR gain when N 1 = 32, N 2 = 8, p e1 = 0.01, p e2 = 0.005, and p b = 0.02.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Given a broadcast system with a multiresolution vector quantizer, a random index assignment, and a coded broadcast channel, in this paper, we have established closed formulas for the average end-to-end distortion at each receiver of the system. Based on these formulas, two necessary conditions for minimizing a weighted end-to-end distortion of the whole system have been derived, and an iterative algorithm for jointly designing MRVQ with channel conditions has been proposed. Experiments have been conducted to show that the MRVQ designed by the proposed algorithm significantly outperforms conventional MRVQ designed without channel information.
Compared with the noisy MRVQ design in [8] , our proposed algorithm does not need the complete knowledge of the channel (i.e., all transitional probabilities from the inputs of the channel to the outputs of the channel)-it depends on the channel only through several types of average channel error probabilities-and is more efficient computationally for multiresolution quantization design. As such, our proposed algorithm is more attractive both in wireless multicast communications where the transitional probabilities from the inputs of the channel to the outputs of the channel fluctuate and in applications where the complete knowledge of the channel is unknown.
